
of e.g. Pompeo Batoni and Anton Raphael Mengs. The vitality of the 
model and the introduction of Classical sculpture and Neo-Classical 
furniture are new elements in Danish official portraits. Peder Als 
undoubtedly used as his point of departure the autocrat’s court cere
mony as it was performed in the King’s anointment at Christians
borg Palace Church on 1 May, 1766.

Gudmund Boesen: A Piece of Jewellery à la grecque 
and its Master

A watch with chåtelaine, richly mounted with brilliants, in the trea- Page 11 
sury of Rosenborg Castle (Fig. 1) was made in Copenhagen in 1767 
by Jean-Frangois Fistaine, whose bill describes it as “garnis par tous 
de Brilliands à la grecque” . This is the earliest preserved piece of 
Danish jewellery in Neo-Classical style. Fistaine used as his model the 
engravings in a series of designs for jewellery in the new Classical 
style, published in Paris in 1765 (Figs. 2 and 4). Fistaine was not, as 
previously believed, brought to Denmark from Paris. He had been 
born in Berlin. His family were among the Hugenots who had fled 
from France after 1685. 1°  *752’ he came to Denmark, where for 
over twenty years, he made numerous -  now unknown -  pieces of 
jewellery, tabatières, etc. for the royal family, possibly in the special 
Berlin Rococo style. It was probably Queen Juliane Marie who, 
through her brother-in-law King Frederick II of Prussia, had per
suaded Fistaine to move from Berlin to Copenhagen and who, in 
1767, had him create the chåtelaine in the new style. Her interest in 
Neo-Classicism has been noted, amongst others, by Dyveke Helsted.

Torben Hoick Colding: À la Carvelle
Towards the end of the 18th century, and in accordance with the Page 54 

democratic trends of the age, the “ fast” portrait -  the silhouette and 
profile portrait engraving -  came into fashion.

The French draughtsman Jean Baptiste Carvelle travelled around 
Germany in 1780 and made portraits in a poor version of the minia
ture portraits of the 18th century, often in profile too and in silver- 
point, usually with a light tint. In 1783, Anton Graff learned the 
procedure from Carvelle and within a short period, made more than 
three hundred such portraits. In 1783 and 1784, Graff thus made 
some of the very best portraits in this technique, for Johan Ludvig 
Reventlow and his family, to be found in the Reventlows’ Altenhof.

In around 1785, Darbes and Chodowiecki learned the technique 
from Graff. And Cornelius Høyer learned the technique when he 
met Graff in Berlin and Dresden in 1788.

G. L. Lahde, who in 1790 and the following years made a number
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R E S U M É S of portrait drawings à la Carvelle, must have learned the technique 
from Høyer when the latter returned home from his travels abroad. 
There is quite obviously a difference when it comes to talent in the 
portrait drawings by the two artists, but there is also a difference in 
technique. Lahde is more restrained in his use of the silver pencil, 
while he makes considerable use of lead, especially in shadows and 
background.

Some fifty portrait drawings executed in a technique akin to Car- 
velle’s were made by Thorvaldsen. Thorvaldsen too was restrained 
in his use of the silver pencil. The earliest known work is a self- 
portrait from 1794. The others can be dated to 1795 and 1795-96. 
There can be no doubt that Thorvaldsen learned the technique 
from Lahde, a friend of his youth. Thorvaldsen’s drawings can be 
divided into two groups: drawings of friends, largely portraits of the 
West family, and drawings of his fellow passengers on the frigate 
Thetis on his voyage to Italy in 1796.

In 1796, after a long stay in Italy, Christian Horneman came to 
Berlin, where he learned to draw à la Carvelle, probably from Cho- 
dowiecki. From Vienna, where he executed numerous excellent por
traits in this style, Horneman seems to have travelled via Schleswig to 
Copenhagen in 1803, since Altenhof has four drawings by Horn
eman done in silverpoint, a continuation of the series of portraits 
G raff had made in 1783.

Erik Fischer: Eckersberg’s Pictures of Thorvaldsen’s 
Return to Copenhagen 17 September, 1838

Page 224 When Thorvaldsen returned home to Copenhagen on 17 Septem
ber, 1838, on the frigate Rota, after 41 years in Rome, he was given a 
triumphant reception. The painter C. W. Eckersberg was there at 
Toldboden (the custom house), and five days later, on Sunday, 23 
September, he went back to Toldboden to do studies for a painting 
o f the event.

The first known drawing from this day (fig. 1) was made with the 
aid of a perspective octant, a drawing instrument he himself had had 
constructed. The visual angle can be calculated to 33.40. 1 he compo
sition drawing (fig. 2) was the next stage in the work process, but 
here the visual angle is smaller, 28°. In the first version of the paint
ing (fig. 3), the visual angle corresponds to that of the composition 
drawing, while the second version (fig. 4), made for Thorvaldsen, 
has a broader visual angle of 36°, while certain elements are still seen 
from the octant’s visual angle in the first drawing, 33.40.

The composition is actually in the historical genre but was exe
cuted within the framework of marine painting and has the charac
ter o f an on-the-spot documentary. The octant drawing (fig. 1) bears
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